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GRU-6000 Ultrasonic
A/B Scanner
Features
Operating Mode: B, B+A, B+B, A
High Resolution Images
8 Images Memory
6 Steps Zoom
Axial Length Readings

B+A mode

Post Processing of Imeages
Multi-groups of Calipers for Distance Measurement
Various Area Measurement
7” CRT Monitor
Foldable Keyboard, Fully Portable
Trackball for Easy Measurement and Operation

B+B mode

IOL Calculation

Real-time Clock
Optional Image Output: Video Printer or Workstation

Retinal Detachment

Vitreous Hemorrhage

· Complete measurement and calculation record within seconds
· Ability to store up to five different user profiles
· Fully adjustable tilt for ergonomic comfort
· Video printer

The Ultrasonic A/B Scan GRU-6000 incorporates the latest ultrasound technology for eyecare specialists. It is the ideal choice for
the modern diagnostic laboratory. The GRU-6000 provides B-Scan
diagnosis, B-Scan axial length approximation and an A-Scan diagnostic function.
The Ultrasonic A/B Scan GRU-6000 Dynamic Multi-Focus System
scans near, middle and far points, compared to ordinary single focus
systems that scan at one fixed distance providing only images of a
single location.

The Multi-Focus probe delivers detailed images of all ocular locations (near, middle and far) at one time.
The images may be printed using the optional video printer and/or
transferred to a computer. Patient data and images can be stored on
the optional Memory Card.
The Ultrasonic A/B Scan GRU-6000 provides for a user-defined area
to be superimposed on an image.

A sophisticated cost-effective portable ultrasound scanner

The software then automatically calculates the corresponding
dimensions.
Additionally, the built-in zoom function enables detailed areas to
be enlarged for study.
The Ultrasonic A/B Scan GRU-6000 offers a portable, digital, combination A-scan and B-scan, with high resolution, extreme accuracy, repeatable measurements and trusted GILRAS reliability.
The Ultrasonic A/B Scan GRU-6000 offers capabilities and up
to six IOL formulas, including two post-refractive formulas. Axial
length, ACD, and lens thickness are provided for each scan.
Group up to eight scans with average axial length and standard
deviation automatically calculated. Easily review each scan, delete outlying scans, and add new scans, as desired. Customizable tissue velocities of each structure and highly-developed
automatic scan recognition algorithms ensure accurate and repeatable measures. Built-in calibration check ensures continued
accuracy of system.
The Ultrasonic A/B Scan GRU-6000 provides excellent resolution
with a full set of features including display of A-scan trace across
a selectable vector, zoom and pan capabilities and grayscale display modes, measurement functions, annotation, and more. The
real-time B-scan display, adjustable gain and TVG controls, and
enhanced “high-resolution” mode which produces a scan with 256
line vectors facilitate optimal diagnostic viewing.

GPR-6700
High speed, high resolution printer
w i t h u s e r- f r i e n d l y c o n t r o l s f o r
medical applications.
The GPR-6700 is a high speed, high resolution monochrome printer
with worldwide compatibility for medical applications. User-friendly
controls including slide-switches for size and a dial to adjust the
controls are coveniently located on the front panel making it exceptionally simple and easy to operate.
The compact and lightweight GPR-6700 is designed with a uniquely
thin printing mechanism that sharply reduces the required amount of
installation space, providing added convenience for use and installation. A high density 325 dpi thermal head and resolution of 1280 x
500 pixels results in exceptionally sharp reproduction of even the most
intricate details.

| This product is sold separately |

